Lawyerd! Is the unique in its segment company that created the multi-tool software product based on Ternoa blockchain protocol for intellectual property rights protection, which will fully cover such customers’ needs as:

- IP assets certification
- Violations monitoring and detection
- Scammers elimination.

**Buying and selling on eBay**

The Lawyerd! brand sells all its products through its own website -- https://lawyerd.net/. We cannot guarantee authenticity or quality for products resold by the third parties.

As a member of the eBay VeRO Program, our goal is to provide eBay members with information about our intellectual property to avoid any confusion or misunderstanding between us, our customers, and competitors, as well as to protect our clients from counterfeit listings to ensure product safety and quality.

We continuously monitor the internet to identify unauthorized use and will report all infringing activity to eBay.

The above is not an exhaustive statement of all relevant facts and law. Lawyerd! expressly reserves all of its legal and equitable right and remedies, including the right to seek injunctive relief and recover monetary damages.